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The Curse of Boring
This curse is one of the most common and can have the biggest impact on your fundraising.
That curse, ladies and gentlemen, is The Curse of Boring.
The decision to donate is an emotional one, not a rational one. The most successful
fundraising campaigns know this.
That’s why they tell stories.
The best fundraising stories are crafted to take the reader/listener/viewer on an emotional
journey that takes them from a state of blissful indifference and ends with them feeling an
overwhelming desire to take action.
If there is one thing the arts and culture sector should be good at
it’s telling a story. So why is so much arts fundraising material so
devoid of emotion? Of intrigue, of drama, of conflict?
Why is so much arts fundraising material boring?
Here are four examples of boring stories that plague “Support
Us” sections across the arts and culture sector:

“The Generic Arts Organisation is a registered charity (number 123456)”
If the most interesting story you have to tell is that you are a registered charity, close the
doors. The world doesn’t need you. Yet, this fact is often the sole reason given as to why
someone should donate.
The fact that you are a registered charity generates absolutely no emotional response.
It doesn’t tell me anything about the problem you are addressing.
It doesn’t tell me what you need me to do.
It doesn’t tell me why I should care.
All it tells me is your tax status. And is there anything more depressingly dull than tax?
There’s another problem with this fundraising story, beyond the overwhelming sense of
boredom it creates. If that is your best case for support, I’m afraid you’ve got competition.
Lots of it. There are currently over 200,000 charities registered in the UK alone. And that
doesn’t include the fundraising organisations that either aren’t registered or aren’t required
to register.
What makes your charity number more compelling than the other 199,999?
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I’m not saying that the charity number shouldn’t be there. It absolutely should. But too
often it is used as euphemism that saves the organisation from actually having to ask for
donations (Curse of Embarrassment, anybody?). “If people know that we are a charity they
will understand that we need donations and they will automatically feel compelled to give.”
There is one major problem with this logic:
Donors give through charities, not to them
In other words, donors don’t give to you because you have a charitable status. They give
because you have a charitable vision. They are giving because, in one way or another, you
are going to make the world a better place and they want to help.
That’s the story they want to hear. That’s the story you need to tell.
NB – I know I am going to get lots of comments saying “The problem is, David, the majority
of people don’t know that arts organisations are charities. That’s why we have to keep
telling them”.
To these people I say this – that is not your problem. People don’t give just because you are
charity. Similarly, people don’t only donate to charities. (See the person in America who
raised $55,000 to make some potato salad).
The problem is that not enough of the right people know that a) you need help, b) they can
help and c) they want to help. Simply stating your charity number won’t address this. Telling
them a better story might!

“The V&A Museum of Childhood will become the world’s most joyful museum for children,
families and young people”. How’s that for an inspiring story to motivate people to give?!

“It costs £10,000 a day to run the Generic Arts Organisation.”
“If every visitor donated £1 we would hit our fundraising target”
Yawn.
There are so many things wrong with these two stories. The first mistake is that they seem
to believe that donors care about your budget. I’m sorry to break it to you. They don’t.
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Supporters care about their needs and, possibly, your beneficiaries needs. They don’t care
about your organisation’s needs. Your budget shortfall sounds very much like a “you”
problem to them.
But there are two other reasons this type of story could be doing you more harm than good:
They both feel unachievable
They both deprive the supporter of being the hero of the story
In the first example, £10,000 feels like a huge amount to raise every day. Even if you know
that not all of that has to come from fundraising, your potential supporter does not (beware
the Curse of Knowledge). Do I really believe you can raise £10,000 every single day?
Even if I did believe it was achievable, this type of story is conveying a far more damaging
message to potential supporters. It’s telling them that they are not really having any impact.
Think about it. If I donate £100, the only thing I know is that I’ve helped achieve 1% of 1
days target. Do I feel like anything has changed as a result of my gift? Do I think you’d notice
if it wasn’t there?
The second example faces the same challenges. Do I really believe that every visitor is going
to give? I’ve just watched the ten people in front of me walk past without giving, so already
your target is unachievable.
And if I do care enough to give, is £1 the right amount to ask me for? For some, people yes.
But for the majority of organisations, the average visitor can afford to give more.
And guess what.
If you tell them a better story they will want to give more!

“The Generic Arts Organisation needs your support because everyone else
has cut our funding”
Wow! Doesn’t that sound like a cause you want to be associated with? Sign me up!
Perhaps not.
This has all of the failures of the stories above with the added bonus of making it look like
your organisation’s work isn’t worthy of support. Why on earth would I want to support you
when it looks like other funders are fleeing like rats from a sinking ship?
There is another problem with this type of message - it sets the wrong problem up as the
“bad guy”. Rather than uniting supporters behind a common goal (i.e. tackling the need
your charity exists to address) you are setting your supporters against each other.
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Now, I will accept that there are times when an SOS story of this nature can be compelling.
Some organisations faced with the prospect of imminent closure have made this message
work. But, in my experience, it’s a card you can only play once.

So, what is the antidote to the Curse of Boring?
Simple. Tell a great story.
Here are a few of the ingredients you can use to make your story sparkle:

Make it simple – the purpose of your fundraising story is not to educate. It’s to inspire.
You don’t need to tell the potential supporter every single detail about your organisation
and your cause.
Start by finding the emotional heart of what you do – why your work is important and why
people should care. This might mean only focusing on one or two areas of your work.
Once you’ve found the emotional heart, only add things that enhance your story. Cut out
anything that is “background noise” or that risks obscuring your simple message.

Make it conversational – the tone we use when we write is usually very different to
how we would speak if we were in the room with someone. Similarly, the way we
communicate in a work setting is normally different to how we communicate with friends.
Your fundraising message should feel like a spoken conversation with a friend.
This means short sentences.
This means simple words.
This means a friendly, human tone.
And …shock, horror… this might mean that your fundraising message is not completely
grammatically accurate. (Sorry, brand police).
Despite what your marketing department might say, that’s ok. You have to write in a way
that is going to keep your reader’s attention and compel them to act. You are trying to get
them to make a donation, not give you an A+ on your English homework.
Read through your current fundraising message. Highlight any words, sentences or phrases
you would never dream of using in a face to face conversation with a normal human being.
Highlight any sentences longer than 15 words. Then delete them and replace with
something more human and more natural.
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Make it surprising – before you can compel someone to take action you need to catch
their attention. Surprise can be a powerful tool in getting someone to engage with your
story, providing them with the intrigue needed to keep reading.

What about your work or your future plans would surprise your target audience? How can
you tell your story in a surprising way?

Make it about a conflict – in his fabulous book “Seeing Through a Donor’s Eyes”, Tom
Ahern talks about fundraising as being “an invitation to the fight”.
In every charitable organisation there is a fight that needs to be won. Your fundraising
message should be a rallying call to unite supporter behind a common goal – the problem or
challenge your organisation is seeking to address.

Make it emotive – people give with their heart, not with their head. If you want them to
donate you need to get them to feel something. In Dan Hill’s book Emotionomics, he
outlines the core emotions that drive behaviour and action as being happiness, sadness,
surprise, anger, fear and disgust.

The eagle-eyed will have spotted that, of the six, four are negative. One is neutral, leaving
only one positive emotion. This links to a lesson from psychology that has important
implications for fundraisers – we are much more likely to take action to avoid risk or loss
than we are to achieve a positive gain. (There’s a reason most charity adverts focus on the
negative present rather than the optimistic future!)
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Make it solvable – the examples above show what happens when you make a problem
seem unsolvable. Even if you are setting out an ambitious vision you need to make sure
your potential supporters believe that it can be achieved.

This example from Alzheimer’s Association is a great way of making a problem seem
solvable. Focusing on an important milestone (the first person to survive Alzheimer’s) makes
the overall vision (eradicating Alzheimer’s) seem more achievable.
Another way you can make your story solvable is by offering supporters specific
propositions – a direct link between their gift and the impact it will have. This often takes
the form of a gift ladder, with multiple gift amounts shown and a description of how a gift
of that size would help. (£3 to provide a goat for a family in Africa is a great way of making
“ending global famine” feel solvable).

The ROH example above demonstrates another way you can make a problem feel solvable.
Have you noticed how it’s one dancer or one performance. Or for aid charities it is always
one goat and one family?
There’s a reason for this.
It’s called the “Identifiable Victim” effect.
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The power of the Identifiable Victim effect was famously demonstrated in an experiment
involving Save the Children. Participants in the study were asked to complete a
questionnaire, and received $5 for their trouble. They also received an envelope inviting
them to make a donation to support Save the Children’s work.
For half of the participants, the ask focused on the mass scale of the problem – the millions
of people in Africa that needed Save the Children’s help. The other half received
information about Rokia – a young girl from Mali who needed Save the Children’s help.
The results were staggering:

In short, the Identifiable Victim effect shows that we are far more likely to take action to
help one person/animal/”thing” than if we are asked to help lots of
people/animals/”things”. While there are a number of theories as to why this might be, one
of the reasons is believed to be that it makes the problem seem more solvable.

Make the supporter the hero – fundraising is not about you. A
supporter wants to see that their gift is going to have an impact. You
need to put them at the heart of the story, cast in the role of the hero.
Their support is what is going to save the day. Their support is what is
going to give your story a happy ending.
Ask yourself – is your fundraising message just bragging about how
great you are? Or are you telling the supporter how great they could
be?

Worried that your fundraising has been plagued by the Curse of Boring?
Contact us today to see if we can help you tell a more inspiring story!
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You can find more blogs and resources on the “Apollo’s Muse”
section of our website:
www.ApolloFundraising.com/Apollos-Muse
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